
ON A PROBLEM OF E. CECH1

J. noväk

Let P be an abstract set and let $ be the system of subsets of P.

An additive, single-valued set-function u taking $ into 'iß and satis-

fying the conditions u(0) = 0 and u(M)Z)M for each subset M of P

is called a topology in P, more precisely, an additive topology2 in

P. The space P with the topology u is denoted by (P, u) or, briefly,

P. Instead of u(M) we shall write simply uM. We define:

u°M — M, uxM = uM, ulM = for isolated ordinals £,

and

ulM =   U  WM for non-isolated £.

The set M is dosed if Jf = wAf. <p(M) is the least ordinal number £

for which the set u(M is closed, that is, u(M = ut+1M. G(P, u) is the

set of all ordinal numbers <f>(M) where MQP.

E. Cech3 has posed the following problem: What are necessary and

sufficient conditions on a set H of ordinals in order that there exist a

topology u in a countable set P for which H=G(P, m)? V. Jarnik4

solved the generalization of the problem for a set of arbitrary

cardinal number his topology, however, is not an additive one,

as it satisfies only the axiom of monotony. The present paper con-

tains a solution to this problem when u is to be additive; this solution

is stated in Theorem 1. The proof is carried through for a class of

cardinals including fr$0.

First we have to prove the following lemma.

Lemma. If the space (P, u) contains a non-closed subset, then there

exists a non-closed subset A CP such that uA =u2A.

Let M be a non-closed subset. The set uM—M is nonvoid: choose

x in uM— M and let A =P — (x). By monotony of u, A ^uA =P, so A
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1 This paper was rewritten for the Bulletin; the transcriber takes full responsibility

for any errors that may have been introduced by this process.

2 Every set function/satisfies the axiom of monotony: If M(Z.N, then}(M)C~f{N).

3 E. Cech, Topologicki prostory, Casopis pro PestovänJ Matematiky a Fysiki vol.

66 (1937) pp. D225-D264, p. D264.
4 V. Jarnik, Sur un probUme de M. Cech, Vfestnflc kralovskfi Ceskfi spoletnosti nauk

(1938) pp. 1-7.
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is nonclosed but uA is closed.1

Theorem 1. Let H be a set of ordinal numbers. There exists an

additive topology u in a countable set P (different from uM = M for all

MCP) for which H=G(P, u) if and only if:6
1°. H contains only countable ordinals (that is, ordinals of the first

and second number classes) including 0 and 1, and

2°. If a and ß are ordinal numbers such that a+ßCH, then ß(EH.

Necessity. Obviously OG-ff; by the lemma, 1 also is in H. Every

<j>(M) is countable since P can contain no uncountable ascending

family of distinct sets.7 2° follows from the equality ui+ßM = ui+ß+lM,

which can be rewritten as uß(u*M) = uß+1(u*M). (If P is an arbitrary

set of cardinal Kp, the same necessity proof works with 1° changed to

allow only ordinals corresponding to cardinals not greater than fc$p.)

Sufficiency. This proof will be carried through for cardinals

satisfying the following condition: If R is a set of cardinal number

N,, there exists a family © of cardinal number fc<p+i whose elements

are subsets Px of R, X<cop+i, such that each Px is of cardinal Np while

(1) P\ C\ P„,   X j& n, has cardinal less than fc$p.

Such cardinals do exist; in particular, taking R to be the set of

rational numbers, well-ordering the irrationals, and defining P\ to be

a sequence of rationals converging to the Xth irrational, shows that

fc$o is such a cardinal. Define Af~0 to mean that the cardinal of

Af<«p.
We assume that H is a set of ordinals satisfying 1°, generalized to

allow ordinals less than cop+i, and 2°. To topologize a set R of the given

cardinal ttp, assume that H is well-ordered by magnitude, H=aa,

«i, • • • i «x, • • • , with «x<wp+i and X<w,„ <r^p+l. Then, by 1°,

«o = 0 and «i = l. For each X<w, and each £^ax let Pxj be subsets of

P\ such that

(2) Pxo C Pxi C • • • C Px£ C • • • C i\*x,

(3) Py( and Px{+i — Pxf are of cardinal number ^p,

and

(4) Pxox = Px and Px{ =   U  Px, for non-isolated £.
_ os,<{

5 By footnote 2, » is a monotone.

' The condition 2° is essentially the same as Jarnlk's condition 3 in the paper cited

under footnote 4.

'V. Jarnik defines tf>(0)=(£(P) = l; therefore according to Jarnik ex definitione

lGff.
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Set Px-i = 0 and assume for convenience that —1 is less than all

ordinals.

For each subset M of R and each X<co„ define the symbol (KM)

to be the least index £ such that A/T\(Px-Pxf)~0. Then -1 £(KM)

^«x, and (KM) = —1 if and only if A/T>\Px~0. We now prove

(5) (X[if KJ A7]) = max [(X3f), (XAO].

Indeed it follows from the definition that (KA)^(KB) if ACB.

Therefore (K[M\JN]) =max [(XAf), (XAO]. Suppose that, on the

other hand, (KM) ̂ (KN); then the set (ATvJAOn(Px-Px(Xtf))~0 so

that (K[MKJN])^max [(KM), (KN)].
For each X<co„ define/x(£) =£+1 for Og£<ax,/x(-l) = -1, and

/x(«x) =«x. Say that a subset M of P is of kind a if there exist a finite

set of indices, Xi, • • • , X„, such that M— UignPx.^O; otherwise say

that M is of kind p\ If F is a set of kind a, put

F(M) = U Pi/i(x,Af„

where, for brevity, P\( and /x,. have been replaced by P< and /,-. If

M is of kind a, define uM=M\JF(M); if M is of kind ß, define

uM=R.
If M is of kind a, the set F(M) is uniquely defined. Indeed, let

UiinP^DMCUjUmPn and take »gn;then Ml^P^-öj^P^O. By
(1) either X,- is a li} or (KiM) = — 1 and Pi/^iM) = 0. Hence every

contribution to P(M) by a X< is supplied by a     and conversely.

M\JN is of kind a if and only if both M and iV are of kind a. Also

/or sets of kind a we have F(MKJN)=F(M)KJF(N). Indeed, let

MKJN— U.snPx^O. By (5) the contribution, PifiO.,\M\jN]), of the

ith term to F(M<JN) comes either from F(M) or F(N). From this it

follows that u is an additive topology.

First, u is uniquely defined for each subset of R and MQuM; also

«0 = 0 since the void set is of kind a. u is additive for sets of kind a for

u(MJN) = F(MVJN)\JMVJN = F(Af) W F(A") W Jlf W 2V = uMKJuN.
Every set Af~0 is of kind a and F(M) = 0so wAf = Af if Af~0. If either

M or N is of kind 0, «[Af\JW] =R = uM\JuN.
Since (XPxf)=£, (3) and (4) imply that mPx£ = Px{+i for 0^£<ax

and uP\( = P\ for £ = cvx- By transfinite induction the reader can easily

verify from this and (4) that

(6) tt'Pxj = PX{+, for £ + r, g ax;   WPx£ = Px for £ + »; = ax.

It remains to show that G(R, u) =H. By (6) with £ = 0, rj=ax, it

follows that<p(Pxo) =ol\. Hence HCG(R, u). To establish the opposite
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inequality we must prove 4>(M)CH if Af CP. If uM = u2M, <p(M) =0

or 1, so it is in H by 1°. If uMj&uPM, then M is of kind a, for uM = R

= u2M if M is of kind p\ We note also that if uA = uB and uA 9^u2A,

from the equalities unA = u*B, it follows that <p(A) =<p(B). Hence for

M— U,g„Px4~0 we have

where K~0. By the remarks above, since uM^u2M, we have

By (6) and additivity of u, <f>(M) =maxig„ cK-P.^a*)) so it suffices to

see that every c6(Pxj) is in H. However if t/=c5(Px$), then by (6)

£+??=c6(Pxo) =«xG77; by 2°, rj(£H. This completes the proof.

uM = U P^x.ao VJ K = u U P4(x<Jf) W X
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